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Aigebraic Methods in Multivariate Statistical Analysis
2 - 8 July 1995

The conference was organized by Michael D. Perlman (Seattle, USA) and
Friedrich Pukelsheim (Augsburg, Germany), and attended by 45 participants.
Various topics in multivariate statistics were presented in 30 talks each followed by intensive discussions. The main interest focussed on two fields:
theory and practice of graphical models, and the use of algebraic methods
in multivariate statistics.Among the topics that recieved a special emphasis
were: existence o'f the maximum likelihood estimator, factorization of the
sampie space and the likelihood function, causal interpretation of graphical models, counterfactuals, characterizations of important multivariate distri~utions, Gaussian and dual Gaussian models, inequalities and stochastic
ordering, lattice conditional independence models, group symmetry models,
models with a J~rdan algebra structure, Bayesian analysis of graphical models, Markov equivalence classes and Markov properties in graphical models,
distributive block structures in experimental layouts, invariance and incosi-:
stency.
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· Abstracts
Muriel CASALIS
The Lukacs-Olkin-Rubin cbaracterization ofthe Wishart distribution on symrnetric cones
We charaeterize the Wishart distributions on asymmetrie cone n as fol]ows: let G denote the connected eomponent of the structural group G(f!)
of the cone containing the identity, and let x E n ~ g( x) E n be a division algorithm defined by g(x)(x) = e (the unity of f!) (for example,
g(x)u = X- 1 / 2 UX- 1 / 2 ). Let U and V be independent non Dirac randorn
variables valued in
such that U and V are not coneentrated on the same
one dimensional subspace and such that U + V is positive definite a.s. Define
then Z = g( U + V)U. Ir the distribution of Z is invariant under orthogonal
transformations of G, if Z and U + V are independent, then U and V are
Wishart distributed. If n = (0,00), this result is due to Lukaes in 1956. Ir
n is the cone of positive definite symmetrie matrices, it is due to Olkin and
Rubin in 1962. We extend it to symmetrie cones and shorten the proof by
using three ideas:

n

1. we avoid to work with coordinates in differential geometry
2. we use the vaiiance~·funetion~of-ä.-na.turalexponentiaJ-family-whieh
characterizes the family

:3. we use the theory of Jordan algebras since asymmetrie cone is defined
nat urally in a Jordan algebra framework.
(in collaboration with Gerard Letac)

David COX
General remarks on graphical models
Applications of graphs in probability and statistics range from probabilistic
graphs (including explanations of Rorlons laws in geomorphology), graphs in
decision analysis (influence diagrams), in the combinatorics of experimental
design, in probabilistic expert systems and finally in statistieal methods for
the analysis and interpretation of data, the objective of the present work.
A key issue in statistics is the incorporation of substantive knowledge and
assumptions. In many fields this is achieved by
1. partial ordering of variables as explanatory, intermediate and response,
2. hypotheses of eonditional independence and dependence (the substantive research hypotheses of Wermuth and Lauritzen).
The imperative of taking account of (1) and (2) points to chain block graphs as being of central importance. Six types of graphs werde described,
including graphs with two different kinds of edges. These raise issues of the
interrelationships between the different graphs, for example between a chain
block graph and an undirected coneentration or covariance graph. Finally a
number of open issues were listed.
(joint work with Nanny Wermuth)
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Phil DAWID
The analysis o[ distributive block structures [or experimental layouts
Distributive block structures form a rich class of "balanced orthogonal designs". A DBS is a distributive lattice of equivalence relations on a set of
units satisfying sorne extra properties. In some contexts, attitudes to measurements on the units are ,invariant under permutations preserving the DBS~
We then obtain a simple canonical decomposition of variable space. Comparing such decompositions for nested OB structures determines how hypotheses should be tested. We can also construct a '~linear model" to describe
the structure of the variables under a DBS. The ideas extend to cases where
some factors have fixed levels giving rise to more complex "mixed models"
and associated tests.

Morris L. EATON
Invariance and strong inconsistency
,,:;~;
\Ve study invariant prediction problems when the group action is transitive
on the parameter space. Under certain structural assumptions, we identify
a preferred inference and show that other invariant inferences are strongly
inconsistent in the sense of M. Stone. The preferred inference is shown to be
'~not strongly inconsistent" when the group is amenable. As an application,
we show that in standard MANOVA prediction models, all fully invariant
inferences are strongly inconsistent.

Kai Tai FANG
On multivariate vertical densitiy representation
Motivated by the works of Troutt (1991, 1993) and Kotz and Troutt (1994),
we provide a multivariate definition of the vertivaI density representation
(vdr) and calculate its value for some basi'c multivariate distributions presented in Fang, Kotz and Ng (1990) and Johnson (1987). Utilizing the multivariate vdr we can g'eneralize the weIl-known Box-Muller method to generate
the multivariate distributions whose vdrs are derived.
(in co-authors with Samuel Kotz and Jia-Juan Liang)

Dan GEIGER
A characterization oE tbe Diricblet, Normal and Wishart distribution, with
applications to learning Bayesian networks
We provide a new characterization of the Dirichlet distribution. This characterization implies that under assumptions made by several previous authors
for learning Bayesian networks, a Dirichlet prior on the parameters is inevitable.
This article will appear in the Proceedings of the 11 th cönference on Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence, Morgan Kaufmann, Canada, August 1995.
(Joint work with David Heckerman)
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Tolver JENSEN

Classification oE full exponential transformation models
l"'he full naturalexponential transformation models with a transitive action
on the parameter set D are dassified. The action on the sampie space V =
IR k must be linear gy = A(g)y + a(g) and the exponential family 4f:(y) =
cp(B) exp{ O'y},
() E D, is an exponential transformation model if and only if
the structural measure v is quasiinvariant with a multiplicator of the form

x(g)(y)

= exp{b(g-l)'y + d(g)},

and then the action on the parameter space must be

gO

= A(g-l)'O + b(g).

The problems are to find the possible group actions and the possible multiplicators. If the action on the parameter space is transitive, there is a complete
solution to the problem.

Göran Kauermann
On a dualization oE graphical Gaussian models
Graphical Gaussian models as defined by Speed and Kiiveri (Ann.Stat., 1986)
presentt-heconditionalindependence-structure ofnormaly distriputed v~ria- _
bles by a graph. A similar approach was motivated by Cox and Wermuth
(Stat. Science, 1993) by introducing graphs showing the marginal independence structure. We define different Markov properties playing the role of a
link between the graphical approach and the induced independence relations,
either conditional Of marginal. We derive similar results for marginal independencies in the normal distributions as have been proven by Frydenberg
(Ann. Stat., 1990) for conditional independencies.
Finally, the focus is on parameter estimation. We show how dual maximum
likelihood estimation allows to adapt familiar results on the estimation theory
for conditional independence restrietions to models for marginal independeneies.

Jan KOSTER
Markov properties oE non-recursive causal models
A new elass of conditional independence (CI) probability models is introduced, determined by a so-called reciprocal graph. This dass strictly includes
the well-known class of graphical chain models studied by Frydenberg, Lauritzen and Wermuth ete., and the dass of probability models determined
by a directed graph (DCG), studied recently by Spirtes and Glymour. The
dass of "lattiee CI models", introduced by Andersson and Perlman, is also
strictly included. It is shown that the Markov property determined by a
reciprocal graph is equivalent to the existence of a Gibbs factorization of the
density (assumed positive). The dass of lattice CI models plays a key role
in understanding the Markov structure of reciprocal graphical models.
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STEFFEN L. LAURITZEN
On the statistical theory oE graphical models
The lecture surveys the state-of-art for the sampling statistical theory of graphical models in the Gaussian and mixed discrete-Gaussian case. After introducing basic concepts for undirected graphical models, the decomposable and
non-decomposable cases were contrasted in the Gaussian case: when graphs
are decornposable, i.e., all cydes of length ~ 4 have chords, explicit computational and distributional results are available. In the non-decomposable
case, methods are essentially limited to iterations and approxirnate distributions. Even the problem of existence of the MLE (i.e. boundedness of the
likelihood function) is not cleared completely. In the mixed discrete-Gaussian
case, explicit results are also available for decomposable graphs. But some
non-graphical, hierarchical interaction models do also have explicit solutions
and simple interpretations.

David MADIGAN
Bayesian analysis oE Markov equivalence classes oE acyclic digraphs __
Acydic digraphs (ADG) are widely used to describe dependencies among variables in multivariate distributions. In particular, the likelihood functions of
ADG models admit convenient recursive factorizations that oftp.n allow explicit maximum likelihood estimates and straightforward Bayesian analyses.
There may, however, be many ADGs that determine the same dependence
(= Markov) model. Thus, the family of aJl ADGs with a given set of vertices decomposes into Markov equivalence classes, each class being associated
with a unique statistical model. Statistical procedures such as Bayesian model averaging that fail to take into account these equivalence classes may
incur substantial computational 01" other inefficiencies. In recent work, we
have shown that each Markov equivalence dass is uniquely determined by
a single chain graph, the essential graph that is itself Markov equj~alent
to all the ADGs in the equi valence class. Here we propose two stochastic
Bayesian model averaging and selection algorithms and describe SOIne simple
applications.
(joint work with Michael Perlman , Steen Alldersson and Chris Volinsky)

Jesper MADSEN
Models combining group symmetry and conditional independence in a multivariate normal distribution
We define and study a dass of models (GS-LCI-modeIs) for the multivariate
normal distribution by means of intersections of the dass of group symmetry
(GS) models and the dass of lattice conditional independence (LeI) models.
If C; denotes a finite group and p : G ~ 0(1) an orthogonal group representation of G on 1 then the GS-model given by G is defined to be the family
of all normal distributions N(O, E) on JRl that remains invariant under all
transformations p(g) : IR J ~ IR 1 , 9 E G. When K. denotes a lattice of subsets
of I then the LeI model given by K. i:, defined to be the class of all normal
distributions N(O, E) on IR 1 for which .IX"LlLXM I XLnM for all L, M in K,
whenever X "-' N(O, E).
.

m
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lJ nder thc assumption that G and K: "work together", in the sense, that
(p(g)xh{ = p(g)KXK for all 9 E G, x E IR] and !{ E Je, we then define
the eS-LeI model given by G and K. For these models explieit likelihood
.
inferenee (MLEs, LR-tests ete.) ean be done.

J ames MALLEY
Statistical applications o[ Jordan algebras
After stating the abstract definition for a Jordan algebra we eonsider alt.ernatives useful in praetiee, and list matrix spaee examples. Our list of
applieations ineludes:
• optimal variance component estimation, both unbiased and nonnegative

e)

• frameworks for linear hypothesis testing
• analytie, elosed-forrn solutions for the M-step in the EM algorithm, as
applied to pat terned covarianee problems, in the presenee of missing
data
-- -. Bayes optimal deeision- rule-forquantummechanieaLevents.-

John MARDEN
Multi variate ranks and their application to invariant normal models
rrhereis very little on using rank methods for developing robust tests on eovariance Inatriees. Given multivariate observations, one ean replaee the data
by the ranked data, where eaeh variable is ranked separately. However, doing
so destroys the possibility of testing nlany popular struetural hypotheses on
covariance matriees. Instead, by using Smalls multivariate ranks, which are
defined using all variables at onee, models defined on the original variables
using invarianee under a eompaet group hold also for the rank-transformed
data..

Helene MASSAM
Lattice conditional independence models in a Jordan aJgebraic Eramework
Lattiee eonditional independence models have been defined for y
N(O, E),
r-.J

y E /RP (Andersson and Perlman, 1993). For a given lattiee /(" the model is

determined by the subspace P(K,) of the cone of positive definite symmetrie
Inatriees such that E E P(1C). The eone of positive definite real symmetrie
matrices is the symmetrie eone of the Jordan algebra of symmetrie matriees
on IR. We extend the definition of P(K,) to all symmetrie eones n in the
following way: Let x be an element of the irredueible symmetrie cone
of
the Jordan algebra V. Then

n

x E P(K)

iff

'fIL, M E Je \ly E V :
tr XL~MYLuM = tr XL1YL

6

+ tr X;lYM -

tr xL~MYLnM.
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We denotc by J(K.) the set of all irreducible elements of thc lattice K. and
given LEK" J(K L ) = {I( E J(IC), K, c .c}. The cone P(K,) can be characterizccl as follows
x E

P(IC)

{:>

VL E IC : xLI =

L

(XK I - x~k·»·

KeJ(A:d

I t also holds that

cl etxL =

II

KEJ(A:L)

detxk

.

det x <K>

From these two formulas, we can derive the estimates of the maximum likelihood estimate of x E P(K,) with formulas of the type

whenever LnM separates L from M, as given by Lauritzen (1995) for decomposable models. We can also derive the moments of the likelihood ratio statistic Q for comparing two models with lattices K. and M such that M c.lC.
There, similar to what happens for decomposable models, Q = det V where
V is the product of independent beta distributions.
"_.

Frantisek MATUS
On conditional independence and polymatroids
lIaving a finite set N, a set-funetion 9 : 2N -+ [0,00) is called probabilistically
(p-) representable if there exist randorn variables ~ = (~t' )iEN and a number
f. > 0 such that fg(/) is equal to the Shannon entropy of ~l = (~diEI for all
I C N. Such a family ~ is said to be p-representation of g. An irnmeqiate
observation is that every p-representable 9 must be (a rank function) of a poIynlatroid. A set .c of tripies (1, JI1{) where I, J, I< C N is p-representable
i [ for sOlne

e

(1, li/\") E L

{:>

{I is conditionally independent of ~J given ~K.

'rhe problem of which polymatroid is p-representable is shown to be more
general than that of p-representability of sets L.
Every linearly representable matroid is p-representable. All p-representations ~ of a connected matroid of rank at least two must satisfy: there
exists an integer tt ~ 2 such that ~I is uniformly distributed on a set of
cardinality ur(l) for all 1 c N (r is the rank function). All p-representations
or this matroid can be constructed frorn finite groups and they are (up 'to
a proper notion of isornorphism among them) in Olle-to-one corresp<?ndence
with the classes of isomorphie groups.
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Chris MEEK
New mcthods for selecting graphical Inodels
rrhe problenl of model selection in the case of graphical nlodels·( e.g. acyclic
digraphs or chain graphs) is complicated by the fact that there is a combinatorial explosion in the number of graphs as a function of the nurnber of
vcrtices. In addition, most search operators on the space of graphical often require many operations to reach statistically similar models. This last
problern arises because graphically dissimilar models can represent the same
set of distributions (i.e. be Markov equivalent). A natural approach to addressing both of these problems is to consider.a transformatjon of the search
space from model space to the model space modulo an equivalence relation.
In the case of acyclic digraphs this is accomplished by searching in pattern
space; a pattern is a canonical mixed graphical representation of a Markov
equivalence class. This transformation of th~ search space is justified by the
fact that Markov equivalent models receive the same penalized likelihood
score. Algorithms for finding a completed pattern (a unique representative
of a Markov equivalence class which has aB and ~nly those edges common to
members of that Markov equivalence class and which is a chain graph) and
for finding a Markov equivalent acyclic digraph were presented in addition
_________ t~ ~o~~~~r~I}_~1!_~~a~y re~ults of a part~c~~~_~!~~ri:h_~_:or searching pattern
space.

Kenneth NORDSTRÖl\i1
Stocha.stic Schur-tonvexity properties o[ functions o{ noncentral x2-variables
Stochastic ordering properties of functions of independent noncentrally X 2 distributed random variables will be discussed. In particular, a result will be
presented which establishes the (multivariate) stochastic Schur-convexity of
the vector of partial sums of independent noncentrally X2-distributed random
variables as a function of the vector of noncentrality parameters. Connnections to the problem of determining the extrema of the probability content
of a rotated ellipsoid will also be discussed. This is joint work with Thomas
Mathew, University of Maryland Baltimore County.

Ingram OLKIN
A personal overview oE the conference and Correlation analysis oE extreme
observations {rom a multivariate normal distribution
The theme of the conference might be called 'tDependency Models", and the
talks related to some parts of this topic. I outline the various components of
dependency:
1. lndependence, conditional independence, graphical structures

2. Time Series
3. Stochastic Processes
4. Markov Chains .

s
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5. R.egression Type l\1odels - latent variables, factor analyses, structural
equations, hierarchical models, causa) models
6. Correlation analysis - product ITIOlnent correlation, partial correlation,
nlultiple correlations, tetrachoric eorrelation, part correlations
7. Non-parametrie methods
(a) Families of bivariate distributions - Farlie, Gumbel-Morgenstern,
GUlnbel, Plaekett, Marshall~Olkin, ete.
(b) Inequalities - Stepian, Sidak, Total positivity, majorization, stoehastie orderings, F-K-G, ete.
(e) Charaeteristics - positive orthant dependent, associated, increasing failure rate, less eoneordant, ete.
8. Multivariate Normal Distribution
9. Multivariate Non-normal Distributions
(a) Fitting -

density estimation splines, ete.

(b) Generation of distributions
J.
11.

Sounds -

Freehet bounds, ete.

Methods of generating bivariate distributions
That generate bivariate binomial, Poisson, geometrie, gamma,. exponential, ete.
• Mixtures
• Compounding
• Statistieal properties
• Charaeterizations
• physieal models

hl this survey .we diseuss how these components interaet in trying to develop
dependeney systems.

Judea PEARL
Graphs, structural models, and counterfactuals
The paper presents a formal interpretation of Structural Equation models
as used in eeonometrics a.nd social seienee and the Neyman-Rubin-HollandRobins model of eounterfactuals (or potential response). We show that every
causal-diagram (Pearl, 1995, fortheoming Biometrika) can be interpreted in
the Rubins model and all causal eonclusions derived by two axioms: composi tion and consisteney.
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Michael PERLMAN
Lattice conditional in depen den ce models and acyclic digraphs
Let K bea ring (= finite distributive lattice) of subsets .of a finite in~ex set
I . .A random vector X E JRl satisfies the lattice conditional in~ependence
(LeI) property determined by K, if XLlLXM I X LnM for all L, M E K" where
){L := (.X i I-i E L). We show that"the LeI models coincide with the graphical Markov models .determined by. transitive acyclic digraphs (TADGs).
Furthermore, agraphieal. characterization is given for those ADGs that are
Markov equivalent to som'eTADG, i.e., to some LeI model. Under the additional assumption of multivariate normality, it is shown that LeI models are
suitable for the analysis of non-nested missing data patterns and seemingly
unrelated regressions.

Donald St. RICHARDS
Algebraic methods towards higher-order probability inequalities
-In-treating-thea.naylsis- of_varianc~_.YlithtW9~rii~ria of classification, we are
led to the probt..bility inequality
~ -- -. -- - - -- . --(1)

where (Vi, V2 ) are "positively dependent by mixture" (POM); that is,
(Vt , V2 ) = (vV}, W 2 )/X where W 1 , W 2 and X are mutually independent, positi ve randam variables. In the ANOVA context, Wt, W 2 and X are chi-square
distributed. quadratic forms; and VI and V2 are (constant multiples of) the
likelihood ratio statistics for testing row and column effects, respectively..
Using the nation of "similarly ordered" functions, together with same simple algel;>raic identities, we derive a variety of generalizations of the inequality (1). Onegeneral result in this direction is the following: Given a random variable X taking values in aspace X, and similarly ordered functions
<Pt, ... , ePm : X -+ lR+, then
tPd ;::: E[<Pi] , whenever aB expectations
exist. In another direction, it is well-known that the inequality (1) arises,
within thc context of "total positivity of order 2" (T P2)' This motivates the
problem of deriving probability inequalities for bivariate densities J( which
are totally positive of order m (T Pm)' We derive a number of inequalities
generalizing (1), the simplest of which is the following: If the randorn vector (X, Y) has a TPm density !(, then the m x m matrix with (i,j)-th
entry EX i - 1 y·j-l has nonnegative determinant. Finally, we derive probability inequalities for densities which satisfy recently-defined nations of total
positivity, including those nations involving finite reflection groups.

E[n

n
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Dietrich von ROSEN
A1ultivariate linear models lvith certain covariance structures
Let
where

<1>=

(

<1>0
<1>1

<1>2

Here Yi : P X 1, i = 0,1,2, <1>0 is positive definite, cI>1 and <1>2 are both skew
symmetrie and cI> is positive definite. The density of Y equals

(1)
Let z = Yo + iYl + jY2 and <1> = <1>0 + i<I>l + jcI>2, where i 2
ij = ji = O. it follows that (1) is equivalent to

= j2 = -1

and

where I <1> I is defined in a eertain way. Thus, a density of z has been obtained.

Glenn SHAFER
Alternative causal interpretations of multivariate models
This leeture used the idea of probability trees to provide causal interpretations for some common statistical models. Emphasis was placed on three
simple models that have been represented by directed acyclic graphs:
(X and Y are independent)

2..X"

----+

(~

Y

depends on X)

y

3.

X

(

(Z does not depend on X given Y)

z

In each case, several probability-tree representations were given, leading sometimes to the same and sometimes to different sample-spaee representation.
The implication of these results is that claims of causal meaning for these
statistical models should, in general, be made more precise.
The probability-tree interpretations lead away from the idea that variables
on events are causes. Steps in natures tree are causes, and causal relations
among variables are always statements about these variables common causes.
For example, variables are independent when they have no common causes.

Peter SPIRTES
Marginalization, conditionalization and ca.usaJ inference
rrhe variables in each DAG are partitioned into 3 sets, 0, the observed, L,
the latent. and S the conditioned one. It is assumed that the DAG generates a probability distribution, but all we observe is P( 0 I S). A sense
of equivalence for DAGs with variables partitioned not ihis way is defined,
I]
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and a polynomial algorithm for deciding equivalence is decribed. A generalization of patterns, named POIPGs is described. Each POIPG represents
an equiyalcIlce dass oE DAGs with the' variablepartitioned intoG, S 'and
L. ~he features of algorithms for constructing POIPGS are described, and
it is shown how to dra~ conclusions about the effect of interventions from
, POIPGs.

S. SRfVASTAVA
Admissibility oE the inverse regression estimator in the multi-univariate calibration model
For simplicity, we consider the unidimen~ional linear calibration model in
which the calibration experiment can be represented as
~uni

i,= 1, ... ,n

and the calibration experiment as
'. - . -, -

---,--~--

- 'YOj

=0-+ -ßx~-+'€Oj,--'j-=-1, .-.. fm

where Yi, YOj are all independent random p-vectors and 0 and ß are p-vectors
parameters. Ta estimate Xo, two estimators have been proposed
in the literature, classical' and inverse regression. We show that the inverse
regression estimator is admissible when fi
Np(O, E) and- (Oj
Np(Q, E) and
E unknown.

of unknown

"-I

"-I

~ilan STUDENY
Chain graphs as models oE probabjJistic conditional independence structures
Chain graphs are known as graphical models of conditional independence
(CI) structure which generalize both undirected graphs and directed acyc1ic
graphs. They define through a "moralization" procedure certain independency models. Nevertheless, the principle question whether it is really a
model of probabilistic CI-structure (i.e. whether for each chain graph there
exists a probability measure complying exactly with independencies written
in the graph through the moralization criterion) is open. The contribution
should report on an attempt to prove the completeness of the criterion. It is
made in a similar way as it was done for undirected acyclic graphs: through
developping an equivalent "separation" criterion, choosing properly subgraph for every graphical dependency and finding a suitable construction of
a probability measure for such a subgraph.

a
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Akinlichi TAKEMURA
lndependence Bartlett correction 01 nested likelihood ratio tests
It is weil known that the likelihood ratio statistic is Bartlett correctable. Here
we decon1pose a likelihood ratio statistic into one degree of freedorn likelihood
ratio sta:tistics considering nested hypotheses. Let nested hypotheses be given
as

Ho :
Ho :
Ho :

= 810 , •.. ,Op = Opü
free, O2 = 820 , .•. , Op = Opo
0., O2 : free, 03 = {}30, ... ,Op = OpQ

Ho:
Ho:

Oh' .. ,(}p-l: free" Op = {}pO

81

01

:

01, ...

,(}p:

free.

Let Ai be the likelihood ratio test for testing Hj - l vs. Bj. Our result is as
folIows. Under Ho the AjS are independent up to the order O{l/n) and they
are independently Bartlett correctable.

Nanny WERMUTH
A pplica.t.iolls of graphical chain models
Variables in foul' larger empirical investigations are presented with first Ofderings in tenns of pure responses, intermediate variables and pure explanat.ory variables. Specific features of the research questions and the data sets
itI1d analyses in tenns of graphical chain nl0dels are pointed out. In a second
part, of the lecture solutions to the following questions one can ask for a given generating process of thc data are answered. Suppose the process can be
described in terms of a directional acycIic graph, when does this generating
process irnply
1. l'iJ,LYj I }'c for an arbitrarily selected variable pair
ted conditionary set of variables }'c
2. an cdge in the covariance graph i5 present, i.c.

(Y'i, Yj) and a selec-

YiJ,L}j and

3. an cdge in the implied conccntration graph is present, i.c.
remaining variables.

YiJ,Llj I all

(based on joint work with D.R. Cox)

1:1
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Henry P. WYNN
Some algebraic topology in statistics:
tlle Voronoi ITJethod for inclusion-exclusion inequalities
'The classical inclusion-exclusion lemma for n sets {Ai }~1- takes the form
n

I(U Ai)

= L I(Ad i=l

L I(A

n

i

n A j ) + ... (_I)n I(n Ad

i<i

i=l

where J(A) is the indicator function of A.
In Naiman and Wynn (Ann. Stat. 1992) we show that for Ai = Ball centered
d
Xi, radius r, in IR there is a ~~depth" 1n = d + 1 version (compared to the
depth n, in general). The new version takes the form
n

I(U

Ad

=

L

I(Ad -

i=l
_ ... (_l)m

L

I(A i

L

n Aj ) +

(i,j)EK'2

L

J(A i

n Ai n Ak)

(i.i,k)EK 3

I(Ai1 ... n?=lAik)

Vr

{i 1 ,i 2 ••• ·,i k )EK m

where SUll1nla.tion is over the subsimplicies of the Delaunay siolplicial complex, thc dual of the Voronoi relaxation of JRd using Xi (the center of the
--- ·balls)·.~- ~ _.- -- --- ---~ --- -- --- -- -~
-- -- -_.- .__ . _. _. ----- -- - . ~ -_. --.
More recent work shows that the upper and lower bounds obtained by truncating the dassical IE (generalized Bonferroni bounds) can be generalised
to the above eql:ation. All the theory is based on the socalIed DISCRETE
TUBE property: the subsimplicial complex for {Ai} Ai 3 x has Euler chal'acteristic = 1; or 010re strongly is simply connected. Many collections have
the discrete tube property: balls, hyperplanes, halfspaces etc. Für all of these
the theory works. A particularly important case is half-spaces. In that case
U Ai == c0111plement of a convex set. It is expected that in this ca...,e thcre
will be application to multiple comparison and reliability.

I

1

Berichterstatter: Adalbert Wilheln1 (Augsburg)
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MONDAY, 3 July 1995
Chair: l\1ichael PERLl\1AN

09:00-09: 15 Friedrich PUKELSHEIM: Welcome
09: L5- L0: 15 Steffen LA URITZEN: On the statistical theory of graphical models
]0:2.5-LO:55 Judea PEARL: Graphs, structural nlodels, and counterfactuals
Chair: Eckart SONNEMANN
11: 15-- LL:45 Dan GEI GER: A characterization of the Dirichlet, Normal and Wishart
distribution, with applications to learning Bayesian networks

11 :55- J 2:25 Henry WYN N: Sonle algebraic topology in statistics: The Voronoi method for inclusion-exclusion inequalities
Chair: Steen ANDERSSON
16:00-16:30 Muriel CASALIS: The Lukacs-Olkin-Rubin eharaeterization of the
\~'ishart distribution on symmetrie cones
j

6:35-17:0.5 Belene MASSAM: Lattice eonditional independence models on symmetrie eones
Chair: Ted ANDER.50N

17:20--17:50 Akinlichi TAKEMURA: A (frequentist) proof of independent Bartlett
correc(,jon of nested likelihood ratio tests

17:.1:)--18:25 Kai Tai FANG: On Intdtivariate vertieal density representation

TUESDAY, 4 July 1995
Chair: Joe WHITTAI,ER
09:00--10:00 David COX: General remarks on graphieal models

Chair: Ant<;>oy UNWIN

10:30-11:20 Ni\nny \VERMUTH: Applications of graphical chain models
I] ::10--12:20 Glenn SHAFER: Alternative causa.! interpretations of multivariate models
Chair: Helene MASSAM:
16:00-IG:45 .Jesper MADSEN: rvlodels conlbining group synlffictry and conditional
indcpcndenee in a ontltivaria.te nOl'lnal distribution

16:.50-17:3.5 S0rcn Tal ver .J ENSEN: Classification of full exponential transformation
nlodels
17:40-18:25 Jim l\1ALLEY: Statistical applications of Jordan algebras

1.1
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WEDNESDAY, 5 July 1995
Chair: Nanny WERMUTH
09:00-09:40' Göran KAUERMANN: On a dualizaCon of graphical Gaussian Inodels
09:50-10:30 David MADIGAN: Bayesian analysis of Markov equivalence classes of
acyclic digraphs
Chair: Dan GEIGER
10:55-11:35 Chris M,EEK: New methods for selecting graphical models
11:45-12:25 Michael PERLMAN: Lattice conditional independence models and acydie digraphs

e

THURSDAY, 6 July 1995
Chair: Rosemary BAILEY
09:00-10:00 Phil DAWID: The analysis of distributive block structures for experimen tal layou ts

10:30-11 :20 John l\1ARDEN: Multivariate ranks and their application to invariant
normal Inodels
11 :30-12:20 Frantisek MATUS: On conditional independence and polYlnatroids
Chair: Morten FRYDENBERG
16:00-16:45 Milan STUDENY: Chain graphs as models of probabilistic conditional
independence structures
16:50-17:3.5 Jan I(OSTER: Markov properties of non-recursive
causal models
17:40-18:25 Peter SPIRTES: Generalized graphical representations of rnarginalizatioo, conditionalization and feedback

_
•

FRIDAY, 7 July 1995
Chair: Hans BR0NS
09:00-09:40 Dietrich von .ROSEN: Multivariate linear models with certain covariance structures
09:50-10:30 Joe EATON: lnvariance and strong inconsistency
Chair: Robb MUIRHEAD
10:55-11:35 Muni SRIVASTAVA: Admissibility of the inverse regression estimator
in the multi-univariate linear calibration tnodel
11:45-l2:2.5 Kcnneth NORDSTRÖM: Stochastic Schur convcxity
16
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Cha.ir: Ludger RÜSCHENDOH.F
13:30--1 /1:10 Don RICHARDS: Aigebraic n1ethocls towards higher-order probability
inequa.lities

.

14:20-15:00 Ingran1 OLKIN: Correlation analysis of extreme observations from a
111ldtivariate norn1al distribution

15:00 Michael PER.LMAN: Farewell

17
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